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In the Distance - Hernan Diaz 2017-10-10
Finalist for the 2018 Pulitzer Prize for Fiction A young Swedish immigrant finds himself penniless and alone
in California. The boy travels East in search of his brother, moving on foot against the great current of
emigrants pushing West. Driven back again and again, he meets naturalists, criminals, religious fanatics,
swindlers, Indians, and lawmen, and his exploits turn him into a legend. Diaz defies the conventions of
historical fiction and genre, offering a probing look at the stereotypes that populate our past and a portrait
of radical foreignness. Hernan Diaz is the author of Borges, Between History and Eternity (Bloomsbury
2012), managing editor of RHM, and associate director of the Hispanic Institute at Columbia University. He
lives in New York.
Legend - Marie Lu 2013-04-16
"Legend doesn't merely survive the hype, it deserves it." From the New York Times bestselling author of
The Young Elites What was once the western United States is now home to the Republic, a nation
perpetually at war with its neighbors. Born into an elite family in one of the Republic's wealthiest districts,
fifteen-year-old June is a prodigy being groomed for success in the Republic's highest military circles. Born
into the slums, fifteen-year-old Day is the country's most wanted criminal. But his motives may not be as
malicious as they seem. From very different worlds, June and Day have no reason to cross paths - until the
day June's brother, Metias, is murdered and Day becomes the prime suspect. Caught in the ultimate game
of cat and mouse, Day is in a race for his family's survival, while June seeks to avenge Metias's death. But in
a shocking turn of events, the two uncover the truth of what has really brought them together, and the
sinister lengths their country will go to keep its secrets. Full of nonstop action, suspense, and romance, this
novel is sure to move readers as much as it thrills.
Legends of the Fall - Jim Harrison 2013-12-20
Three novellas by the New York Times bestselling author, including the classic tale of brotherhood from the
Montana plains through the horrors of WWI. Jim Harrison’s critically acclaimed novella “Legends of the
Fall”—which was made into the film of the same name—is an epic tale of three brothers fighting for justice
in a world gone mad. Moving from the expansive landscape of early twentieth-century Montana to the
blood-drenched battlefields of World War I Europe, Harrison explores the desperate actions of which men
are capable when their lives or aspirations are threatened. Also including the novellas “Revenge” and “The
Man Who Gave Up His Name,” Legends of the Fall confirms Jim Harrison’s reputation as a writer who
“stands high among the writers of his generation. This book is rich, alive, and shatteringly visceral. A
triumph” (New Yorker). “I can’t begin to do justice to the nuances of character and honest complexities of
plot in this work. The writing is precise and careful—and sings withal.” —Raymond Carver, Washington
Post Book World
The Graveyard Book - Neil Gaiman 2010-09-28
It takes a graveyard to raise a child. Nobody Owens, known as Bod, is a normal boy. He would be
completely normal if he didn't live in a graveyard, being raised by ghosts, with a guardian who belongs to
neither the world of the living nor the dead. There are adventures in the graveyard for a boy—an ancient
Indigo Man, a gateway to the abandoned city of ghouls, the strange and terrible Sleer. But if Bod leaves the
graveyard, he will be in danger from the man Jack—who has already killed Bod's family.
The Lost Man - Jane Harper 2019-02-05
INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Two brothers meet in the remote Australian outback when the
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third brother is found dead, in this stunning new standalone novel from Jane Harper Brothers Nathan and
Bub Bright meet for the first time in months at the remote fence line separating their cattle ranches in the
lonely outback. Their third brother, Cameron, lies dead at their feet. In an isolated belt of Australia, their
homes a three-hour drive apart, the brothers were one another’s nearest neighbors. Cameron was the
middle child, the one who ran the family homestead. But something made him head out alone under the
unrelenting sun. Nathan, Bub and Nathan’s son return to Cameron’s ranch and to those left behind by his
passing: his wife, his daughters, and his mother, as well as their long-time employee and two recently hired
seasonal workers. While they grieve Cameron’s loss, suspicion starts to take hold, and Nathan is forced to
examine secrets the family would rather leave in the past. Because if someone forced Cameron to his death,
the isolation of the outback leaves few suspects. A powerful and brutal story of suspense set against a
formidable landscape, The Lost Man confirms Jane Harper, author of The Dry and Force of Nature, is one of
the best new voices in writing today.
The Darwin Variant - Kenneth Johnson 2018-06-12
Kenneth Johnson plunges readers into a day-after-tomorrow thriller about an imminent global catastrophe
and explores how ordinary people respond to extraordinary circumstances. When the icy shards of a rogue
comet fall to Earth, they bring an unknown virus that accelerates evolution to extremes. Suddenly, infected
plants grow stronger, choking out those uninfected. Animals turn aggressive and deadly. The eyes of loved
ones go cold, and infected neighbors begin exhibiting signs of brutal domination. In a small Georgia town,
fourteen-year-old Katie McLane sees her neighbors changing, one by one. Dr. Susan Perry, an
epidemiologist at the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, uncovers the frightening scope of the
menace. The infected aren't just evolving. They're conspiring to alter the very nature of what it means to be
human. Katie and Susan become fugitives because of what they know, encountering bitter betrayals and
lethal dangers, but also loves ignited and inspiring camaraderie, as they fight to prevent a viral conspiracy
from creating a terrifying brave new world.
Rip Van Winkle and The Legend of Sleepy Hollow - Washington Irving 1893
The Library of Legends - Janie Chang 2020-05-12
“The Library of Legends is a gorgeous, poetic journey threaded with mist and magic about a group from a
Chinese university who take to the road to escape the Japanese invasion of 1937 – only to discover that
danger stalks them from within. Janie Chang pens pure enchantment!” —Kate Quinn, New York Times and
USA Today bestselling author of The Alice Network and The Huntress From the author of Three Souls and
Dragon Springs Road comes a captivating historical novel—the third in a loosely-connected trilogy—in
which a young woman travels across China with a convoy of student refugees, fleeing the hostilities of a
brutal war with Japan. “Myths are the darkest and brightest incarnations of who we are…” China, 1937:
When Japanese bombs begin falling on the city of Nanking, nineteen-year-old Hu Lian and her classmates at
Minghua University are ordered to flee. Lian and a convoy of more than a hundred students, faculty, and
staff must walk a thousand miles to the safety of China’s western provinces, a journey marred by hunger,
cold, and the constant threat of aerial attack. And it is not just the student refugees who are at risk: Lian
and her classmates have been entrusted with a priceless treasure, a 500-year-old collection of myths and
folklore known as the Library of Legends. Her family’s past has made Lian wary of forming attachments,
but the students’ common duty to safeguard the Library of Legends forms unexpected bonds. Lian finds
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friendship and a cautious romance with the handsome and wealthy Liu Shaoming. But after one classmate
is murdered and another arrested, Lian realizes she must escape from the convoy before a family secret
puts her in danger. Accompanied by Shao and the enigmatic maidservant Sparrow, Lian makes her way to
Shanghai, hoping to reunite with her mother. On the journey, Lian learns of the connection between her
two companions and a tale from the Library of Legends, The Willow Star and the Prince. Learning Shao and
Sparrow’s true identities compels Lian to confront her feelings for Shao. But there are broader
consequences too, for as the ancient books travel across China, they awaken immortals and guardian spirits
to embark on an exodus of their own, one that changes the country’s fate forever. Based on true events,
rich in Chinese history and lore, The Library of Legends is both an illuminating exploration of China’s
recent past and an evocative tale of love, sacrifice, and the extraordinary power of storytelling.
Man Shark - Gerald R Knight 2019-11-15
A work of literary historical fiction, Man Shark tells of a single story amid the extensive oral literature of
the Marshall Islanders that uncharacteristically has no ending. Tarmalu leaves her baby in the care of
others while she leads her fleet of proa from the shelter of the Wotho Atoll lagoon out into the open ocean
to save their craft from the certain destruction of an oncoming typhoon. She is never heard from again. Her
son, Lainjen, grows up in an epic search for her and creates a renowned navigational chant to record the
seamarks along the way. It is never told if he finds her. Man Shark is the first book of a multigenerational
story that attempts to complete this untold tale. In this series, Gerald R. Knight retells many of the classic
mythologies translated in Man This Reef, this time in his own words woven into the cultural setting of his
novel. "Fans of prehistoric fiction will enjoy this thoroughly researched and often charming tale. An
engrossing, realistic, and deeply detailed story set in Micronesia's legendary past." -- Kirkus Reviews
World's Scariest Legends - Jeremy Bates 2019-10-09
This omnibus edition includes books one and two in the bestselling World's Scariest Legends series:
Mosquito Man & The Sleep Experiment.
The Man With the Golden Torc - Simon R. Green 2007-06-05
New York Times bestselling author Simon Green introduces a new kind of hero, one who fights the good
fight against some very old foes in the first novel in the Secret Histories series. The name’s Bond. Shaman
Bond. Actually, that's just his cover. His real name is Eddie Drood, but when your job includes a license to
kick supernatural arse on a regular basis, you find your laughs where you can. For centuries, his family has
been the secret guardian of Humanity, all that stands between all of you and all of the really nasty things
that go bump in the night. As a Drood field agent he wore the golden torc, he killed monsters, and he
protected the world. He loved his job. Right up to the point where his own family declared him rogue for no
reason. Now, the only people who can help Eddie prove his innocence are the people he used to consider
his enemies...
The Shape of the Journey - Jim Harrison 2012-12-18
An authoritative, best-selling edition of poetry by acclaimed novelist--now available in paper.
Origins of The Wheel of Time - Michael Livingston 2022-11-08
“Jordan has come to dominate the world Tolkien began to reveal.” —The New York Times on The Wheel of
Time® series Explore never-before-seen insights into the Wheel of Time, including: - A brand-new, redrawn
world map by Ellisa Mitchell using change requests discovered in Robert Jordan's unpublished notes - An
alternate scene from an early draft of The Eye of the World - The long-awaited backstory of Nakomi - 8
page, full color photo insert Take a deep dive into the real-world history and mythology that inspired the
world of Robert Jordan's The Wheel of Time®. Origins of The Wheel of Time is written by Michael
Livingston, Secretary-General of the United States Commission on Military History and professor of
medieval literature at The Citadel, with a Foreword by Harriet McDougal, Robert Jordan's editor, widow,
and executor of his estate. This companion to the internationally bestselling series will delve into the
creation of Robert Jordan’s masterpiece, drawing from interviews and an unprecedented examination of his
unpublished notes. Michael Livingston tells the behind-the-scenes story of who Jordan was, how he worked,
and why he holds such an important place in modern literature. The second part of the book is a glossary to
the “real world” in The Wheel of Time. King Arthur is in The Wheel of Time. Merlin, too. But so are
Alexander the Great and the Apollo Space Program, the Norse gods and Napoleon’s greatest defeat—and so
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much more. Origins of The Wheel of Time will provide exciting knowledge and insights to both new and
longtime fans looking to either expand their understanding of the series or unearth the real-life influences
that Jordan utilized in his world building—all in one, accessible text. At the Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
A Man at Arms: A Novel - Steven Pressfield 2021-03-02
From the acclaimed master of historical fiction comes an epic saga about a reluctant hero, the Roman
Empire, and the rise of a new faith. Jerusalem and the Sinai desert, first century AD. In the turbulent
aftermath of the crucifixion of Jesus, officers of the Roman Empire acquire intelligence of a pilgrim bearing
an incendiary letter from a religious fanatic to insurrectionists in Corinth. The content of this letter could
bring down the empire. The Romans hire a former legionary, the solitary man-at-arms, Telamon of Arcadia,
to intercept the letter and capture its courier. Telamon operates by a dark code all his own, with no room
for noble causes or lofty beliefs. But once he overtakes the courier, something happens that neither he nor
the empire could have predicted. In his first novel of the ancient world in thirteen years, the best-selling
author of Gates of Fire and Tides of War returns with a gripping saga of conquest and rebellion, bloodshed
and faith.
The Legend of Lakshmi Prasad - Lakshmi Prasad 2016-10-28
I am Lakshmi Prasad, native of Bitihar. I am doing PhD on a very important subject “Mating habits of gay
chimpanzees in West Africa” at PANU University, the best University in India and possibly the best
University in the world. My idols are “Faizal Guru”, “Janab Kasab Sahib”, “Focus Carat”, “Baba Badkar”,
“Zakir Nalayak”, “Gharkha Dutt”, “Dr. Kana Ayyub” and all PhD students who had committed suicide since
they failed to solve their PhD problems. I personally feel that, all deprived Indians should automatically be
awarded a PhD degree coupled with a free pension of 1 lakh rupees/month to be delivered in cash via post
at door step. Till then we are going to fight for azaadi from India. Imagine a day, when no PhD student
would have to commit suicide, imagine a day, when no lower caste will be humiliated by upper caste, s/he
can use his/her doctorate degree and force others to call him/her Dr. X, Dr. Y ,etc.
Age of Myth - Michael J. Sullivan 2016-06-28
One of fantasy’s finest next-generation storytellers continues to break new ground. Michael J. Sullivan’s
trailblazing career began with the breakout success of his Riyria series: full-bodied, spellbinding fantasy
adventures whose imaginative scope and sympathetic characters won a devoted readership and
comparisons to fantasy masters Brandon Sanderson, Scott Lynch, and J.R.R. Tolkien himself. Now Age of
Myth inaugurates an original five-book series. Since time immemorial, humans have worshipped the gods
they call Fhrey, truly a race apart: invincible in battle, masters of magic, and seemingly immortal. But when
a god falls to a human blade, the balance of power between humans and those they thought were gods
changes forever. Now only a few stand between humankind and annihilation: Raithe, reluctant to embrace
his destiny as the God Killer; Suri, a young seer burdened by signs of impending doom; and Persephone,
who must overcome personal tragedy to lead her people. The Age of Myth is over. The time of rebellion has
begun. Magic, fantasy, and mythology collide in Michael J. Sullivan’s Legends of the First Empire series:
AGE OF MYTH • AGE OF SWORDS • AGE OF WAR
Felarya Legends - Cesar "Cernex" Garcia Salinas 2008-02-01
A somewhat fantastical and bizarre story of desperation as one confused man is pushed, out of nowhere, to
a land full of monsters and perils, and he only having his wits to survive.
Lord of Legends - Susan Krinard 2012-11-15
This isn't your average eBook... Prepare to go beyond the page with this eBook exculsive Enriched Edition
of Lord of Legends! This eBook contains sepcial material by author Susan Krinard plus hyperlinks to
background infromation that will help bring the magical world of Lord of Legends to life, all without leaving
your screen.... He is Arion, King of the Unicorns. Powerful, seductive, he could possess any female he
desired--until now. He is condemned to live as a man, and it is only the enchanting Lady Mariah
Donnington's innocence that can release him from his curse. Abandoned on her wedding night, frightened
of her hidden, otherworldly heritage, Mariah is instinctively drawn to the mysterious stranger she discovers
imprisoned on her husband's estate. But as the secret of Arion's magical identity unfolds, their friendship
burns into a passion that cannot, must not, be consummated. For to do so would destroy them both....
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Mosquito Man - Jeremy Bates 2019-02-14
We tell ourselves there's nothing to fear - but sometimes, we're wrong. After a woman bangs at the door in
the middle of the night, and promptly dies from her injury, a couple's remote cabin getaway becomes a
psychological night of terror as they are hunted by an unknown assailant. Now they must go far beyond
what they thought themselves capable of if they hope to save their young children and survive until
morning.
A Man of Legend - Linda Broday 2022-03-29
Bestselling author Linda Broday sweeps readers back to the wild and untamed West, where men became
the stuff of legend, with: Two young lovers ripped apart A family feud turned deadly A secret waiting to be
unearthed And a passion no one could ever deny Crockett Legend has always loved Paisley Mahone, but a
family feud sure can ruin a romance. When her father turned against the powerful Legend clan, she took
her family's side and broke Crockett's heart into pieces. Now her father's dead and Paisley and her last
remaining brother are convinced the Legends are to blame. If only he can find a way to prove his
innocence... A chance meeting throws the two warring hearts together, and when their train is held up by
outlaws, Crockett and Paisley have to team up to save a young boy from dying. A tenuous truce is born.
Together they may have a chance of bringing the truth to light...if they can get to the bottom of who's been
trying to turn the two powerful families against each other. With so many secrets to unbury, it isn't long
before Paisley finds herself in the crosshairs, but Crockett vows there'll be hell to pay if anyone hurts the
woman he loves--or stands in the way of a Legend in the making. Runs deep with emotion.--Jodi Thomas,
New York Times bestselling author, for Texas Mail Order Bride
The Alchemist - Paulo Coelho 2006-04-25
"My heart is afraid that it will have to suffer," the boy told the alchemist one night as they looked up at the
moonless sky." Tell your heart that the fear of suffering is worse than the suffering itself. And that no heart
has ever suffered when it goes in search of its dreams." Every few decades a book is published that changes
the lives of its readers forever. The Alchemist is such a book. With over a million and a half copies sold
around the world, The Alchemist has already established itself as a modern classic, universally admired.
Paulo Coelho's charming fable, now available in English for the first time, will enchant and inspire an even
wider audience of readers for generations to come. The Alchemist is the magical story of Santiago, an
Andalusian shepherd boy who yearns to travel in search of a worldly treasure as extravagant as any ever
found. From his home in Spain he journeys to the markets of Tangiers and across the Egyptian desert to a
fateful encounter with the alchemist. The story of the treasures Santiago finds along the way teaches us, as
only a few stories have done, about the essential wisdom of listening to our hearts, learning to read the
omens strewn along life's path, and, above all, following our dreams.
The Man From Taured - Jeremy Bates 2020-02-11
Ever been to Taured before? No? In fact, you've never heard of it? Well, neither had the rest of the world
when in July of 2020 a European businessman shows up at Tokyo International Airport claiming to not only
hail from the non-existent country but produces a legitimate passport. What follows is a breakneck tale full
of mystery, intrigue, and action that will keep you turning pages well past your bedtime.
When the Legends Die - Hal Borland 2011-11-29
A young Native American raised in the forest is suddenly thrust into the modern world, in this novel by the
author of The Dog Who Came to Stay. Thomas Black Bull’s parents forsook the life of a modern reservation
and took to ancient paths in the woods, teaching their young son the stories and customs of his ancestors.
But Tom’s life changes forever when he loses his father in a tragic accident and his mother dies shortly
afterward. When Tom is discovered alone in the forest with only a bear cub as a companion, life becomes
difficult. Soon, well-meaning teachers endeavor to reform him, a rodeo attempts to turn him into an act,
and nearly everyone he meets tries to take control of his life. Powerful and timeless, When the Legends Die
is a captivating story of one boy learning to live in harmony with both civilization and wilderness.
Legends of Our Time - Elie Wiesel 1970
A collection of tales immortalizing the heroic deeds and visions of people Wiesel knew during and after
World War II.
The Legend of the Old Man of the Mountain - Denise Ortakales 2004
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Love and devotion are the central themes in a retelling of the Native American legend of the Great Stone
Face of Cannon Mountain and the silent vigil it keeps.
To Love a Texas Ranger - Linda Broday 2016-10-04
"Linda Broday's heroes step right out of her books and into your heart." —JODI THOMAS, New York Times
bestselling author Three Brothers. One Oath. No Compromises. The MEN of LEGEND The Texas Ranger
Gravely injured on the trail of a notorious criminal, Texas Ranger Sam Legend boards a train bound for his
family ranch to recuperate...only to find himself locked in battle to save a desperate woman on the run.
Determined to rescue the beautiful Sierra, Sam recruits an unlikely ally. But can he trust the mysterious
gunslinger to fight at his side? Sam is shocked to discover his new ally is not only an outlaw, but his halfbrother. Torn between loyalty to his job and love of his family, Sam goes reeling straight into Sierra's arms.
Yet just as the walls around his battered heart begin to crumble, Sierra is stolen away. Sam will risk
anything to save her—his life, his badge, his very soul—knowing that some bonds are stronger than the
law...and some legends were born to be told. Men of Legend: To Love a Texas Ranger The Heart of a Texas
Cowboy To Marry a Texas Outlaw Praise for Forever His Texas Bride: "Broday's Westerns always
captivate." —RT Book Reviews, 4 Stars "One of the best historical western authors." —Fresh Fiction
"Poignant, dramatic and packed with action and mystery." —Addicted to Romance
Age of Legends - James Lovegrove 2019-11-26
THE DEFENDERS OF THE LAND! As Britain struggles under a burgeoning fascist government, Prime
Minister Derek Drake plays the man of the people, while simultaneously purging the country of
“undesirables.” When bike courier and subversive graffiti artist Ajia Snell runs into trouble with the
authorities, she finds herself recruited by living incarnations of Britain’s ancient legends, from Oberon,
King of the Faeries to Robin Hood. As Drake tightens his grip on the country’s soul, only Ajia and her new
allies can stop him…
The Heart of a Texas Cowboy - Linda Broday 2017-05-02
Three Brothers. One Oath. No Compromises. The MEN of LEGEND The Cowboy One bullet is all it takes to
shatter Houston Legend's world. He swore he'd never love again, but with the future of the Lone Star
Ranch on the line, he finds himself at the altar promising to love and cherish a woman he's never met-a
woman whose vulnerable beauty touches his heart. All Lara Boone wants is a name for her baby. She never
expected to fall in love with her own husband-or any man-after the heartache she's endured. Yet when her
troubled past catches up with them, Houston will move heaven and earth to protect his bride...and discover
depths to a marriage of convenience neither realized could be theirs. Praise for Forever His Texas Bride:
"Broday's Westerns always captivate." -RT Book Reviews 4 stars "Poignant, dramatic and packed with
action and mystery." —Addicted to Romance for Forever His Texas Bride
Work's a Bitch and Then You Make It Work - Andrea Kay 2012-01-09
Are you frustrated by the indignities of life in today’s workplace? More work, longer hours, fewer benefits,
incompetent bosses—career consultant and expert Andrea Kay has heard it all. In her new book, Kay
connects with the 85 percent of the workforce who feel unsatisfied with their careers. Readers will
immediately recognize themselves in the stories she tells, gleaned from the thousands of unhappy workers
who have responded to Kay’s nationally syndicated column and appearances. But Kay doesn’t just explore
what’s wrong with the workplace today; she empowers workers to think about their careers in a new way,
to get past disillusionment and feelings of powerlessness to see the possibilities and control they do have.
She counsels readers on how to aim high and be fearless in presenting new ideas; how to cope with the
unpredictable; how to determine whether a company is a good match for you; how to define the kind of
work arrangement you want, and get up the nerve to ask for it. Throughout the text and the thoughtprovoking exercises that accompany it, she offers ways to take concrete and positive steps that will improve
both your career and your life. Work may indeed be a bitch sometimes, but with Andrea Kay’s help, readers
will work it out.
Daniel Webster - Robert Vincent Remini 1997
Reveals Daniel Webster's role in American politics up to the Civil War, and describes why he was renowned
for his oratory, but also for his political conniving
John Henry - Ezra Jack Keats 2014-12-23
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Celebrate the 50th anniversary of this Caldecott Medal winner's vibrant retelling of the popular AfricanAmerican folk ballad. By creator of The Snowy Day, which won the 1963 Caldecott Medal. Simultaneous
eBook.
I Am Legend - Richard Matheson 2007-10-30
A lone human survivor in a world that is overrun by vampires, Robert Neville leads a desperate life in which
he must barricade himself in his home every night and hunt down the starving undead by day. Reissue.
100,000 first printing. (A Warner Bros. film, releasing December 2007, directed by Francis Lawrence,
starring Will Smith). (Horror)
Man Enough - Justin Baldoni 2021-04-27
A GRIPPING, FEARLESS EXPLORATION OF MASCULINITY The effects of traditionally defined masculinity
have become one of the most prevalent social issues of our time. In this engaging and provocative new
book, beloved actor, director, and social activist Justin Baldoni reflects on his own struggles with
masculinity. With insight and honesty, he explores a range of difficult, sometimes uncomfortable topics
including strength and vulnerability, relationships and marriage, body image, sex and sexuality, racial
justice, gender equality, and fatherhood. Writing from experience, Justin invites us to move beyond the
scripts we’ve learned since childhood and the roles we are expected to play. He challenges men to be brave
enough to be vulnerable, to be strong enough to be sensitive, to be confident enough to listen. Encouraging
men to dig deep within themselves, Justin helps us reimagine what it means to be man enough and in the
process what it means to be human.
Things Fall Apart - Chinua Achebe 2008
'Things Fall Apart' tells the story of Okonkwo, an important man in the Igbo tribe in the days when white
men were first on the scene. Okonkwo becomes exiled from his tribe, as a result of his pride and his fears,
with tragic consequences.
Titans: The Rise of Legends (Book 1 of the Titans Saga) - C. J. Lloyd 2020-04-22
Fifteen-year-old Elric Blake always saw himself as a comic-book-loving goober of an outcast, never a
superhero. But when a black hole releases a monstrous horde upon his small New England town, something
within awakens, giving Elric powers and abilities he only read about in his comics.With the power to control
dark matter and dark energy, Elric quickly realizes that his abilities stem from a symbiotic relationship with
a Deva. But this god like entity's goal is far from heroic.
Ever After High - Shannon Hale 2014
At Ever After High, an enchanting boarding school, the children of fairytale legends prepare themselves to
fulfill their destinies as the next generation of Snow Whites, Prince Charmings and Evil Queens . . . whether
they want to or not. Each year on Legacy Day, students sign the Storybook of Legends to seal their scripted
fates. For generations, the Village of Book End has whispered that refusing to sign means The End - both
for a story and for a life. As the daughter of the Evil Queen, Raven Queen's destiny is to follow in her
mother's wicked footsteps, but evil is so not Raven's style. She's starting to wonder, what if she rewrote her
own story? The royal Apple White, daughter of the Fairest of Them All, has a happy ever after planned for
herself, but it depends upon Raven feeding her a poison apple in their future. What if Raven doesn't sign
the Storybook of Legends? It could mean a happily never after for them both.
A Man of Legend - Linda Broday 2022-03-29
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Bestselling author Linda Broday sweeps readers back to the wild and untamed West, where men became
the stuff of legend, with: Two young lovers ripped apart A family feud turned deadly A secret waiting to be
unearthed And a passion no one could ever deny Crockett Legend has always loved Paisley Mahone, but a
family feud sure can ruin a romance. When her father turned against the powerful Legend clan, she took
her family's side and broke Crockett's heart into pieces. Now her father's dead and Paisley and her last
remaining brother are convinced the Legends are to blame. If only he can find a way to prove his
innocence... A chance meeting throws the two warring hearts together, and when their train is held up by
outlaws, Crockett and Paisley have to team up to save a young boy from dying. A tenuous truce is born.
Together they may have a chance of bringing the truth to light...if they can get to the bottom of who's been
trying to turn the two powerful families against each other. With so many secrets to unbury, it isn't long
before Paisley finds herself in the crosshairs, but Crockett vows there'll be hell to pay if anyone hurts the
woman he loves—or stands in the way of a Legend in the making. "Runs deep with emotion."—Jodi Thomas,
New York Times bestselling author, for Texas Mail Order Bride
The Man of Legends - Kenneth Johnson 2017-07-01
Award-winning science-fiction mastermind Kenneth Johnson blends epic adventure, romance, and evocative
drama into an intense supernatural thriller rooted in one of the great untold legends of human history. New
York City, New Year’s weekend, 2001. Jillian Guthrie, a troubled young journalist, stumbles onto a
tantalizing mystery: the same man, unaged, stands alongside Ulysses S. Grant, Theodore Roosevelt, and
Gandhi in three different photographs spanning eighty-five years of history. In another part of town,
Will—an enigmatic thirty-three-year-old of immense charm, wit, and intelligence—looks forward to the new
year with hope and trepidation. Haunted by his secret past and shadowed by a dangerous stranger, he finds
himself the object of an intense manhunt spearheaded by an ambitious Vatican emissary and an elderly
former UN envoy named Hanna. During the next forty-eight hours, a catastrophic event unites Will, Jillian,
and Hanna—and puts them in the crosshairs of a centuries-old international conspiracy. Together, the three
must unravel an ancient curse that stretches back two millennia and beyond, and face a primal evil that
threatens their lives and thousands more.
A Cowboy of Legend - Linda Broday 2021-04-27
It's time for a new generation to become Legend. Deacon Brannock is determined to make a name for
himself and the saloon he's worked his whole life to afford. He was prepared for life in the Wild West, but
he hadn't counted on Grace Legend... Grace has always fought hard for what she believes in, and after her
best friend is killed at the hands of her drunk and angry husband, that includes keeping alcohol out of her
town. When the owner of the new saloon turns out to be a kind and considerate man, she can't help but
wonder if they could have a future together...if they weren't on opposite sides of every issue. "Resonate[s]
with honesty and love...Linda Broday's best."—Fresh Fiction for The Cowboy Who Came Calling
Garen: First Shield - Anthony Reynolds 2020-12-08
The King is dead. Demacia is mourning. And in the eyes of Garen Crownguard, it’s his fault. But can he rise
to the challenge when Demacia needs him again? While on a peacetime expedition beyond the borders of
Demacia, Garen, Quinn, and the Dauntless Vanguard uncover a plot that threatens to destroy long-standing
alliances. As the knight-ranger Quinn tries to get word back to Demacia, Garen and his comrades make a
desperate last stand. How long can they last, and at what cost?
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